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The next Driving Mirror deadline is  
Friday 6th October. 

If you have anything that you would like to send in, whether it’s work you’ve completed on 

your own car (like an engine rebuild maybe) or an event you went to, send a few words and 

some photos if you’ve got them to Matt@classiccarsdriven.com  
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W owser, what a busy time we’ve all 

been having over the last few months. 

It all kicked off with a summer BBQ where 

our very own Michelin Star, or was it 

Michelin Tyre, accredited Chef Richie Marsh 

fired up his gas powered silver machine and 

cremated, sorry cooked, everything 

presented to him. Fair play and once again 

thank you Richie.  

After that things all went a little bit of a blur, 

well for me anyway. Following a busy time at 

work I got my TVR ready for the next round 

at Brands Hatch. Having never been there 

before I watched some footage on YouTube 

but nothing can prepare you for two things. 

The first the legendary M25 queues, even on 

a Saturday, and the second just how steep 

Paddock Hill Bend is. Because as its name 

suggests it follows the paddock down and 

whilst towing our car I can tell you the 

brakes were very firmly on.  

Still, always up for a new challenge I got the 

car scrutineered and ready for the following 

day. We were driving the full GP Circuit  

which is supposed to favour more powerful 

cars, like TVR’s. This meant drivers of lower 

powered machinery were out to upset the 

party, one being a little but not to be 

underestimated MG Arkely driven by a 

talented young driver Chris Fisher.  

During Quali’ as I learnt the lines Chris was 

all over the back of me being so close at 

times I could see the whites of his eyes. Then 

as I slowly got to grips with this rollercoaster 

of a circuit I decided the next lap was going 

to be the one where I would man up and put 

some clear air between us, beginning with 

going down to second gear at Stirling’s to 

give a better drive onto Clearway’s. 

This worked, well for about 100m, before 

the engine slowed and started to make a 

knocking noise, it was game over. I coasted 

into the pits checked it over and with no 

external indicators of anything wrong, tried 

again, only to listen to a strange wet 

handclapping noise coming from within. As 

this was combined with no oil pressure I 

switched-off, packed up and after watching a 

race or two and letting the organisers and 

timekeepers know our fate, came home. 

Following investigation the crank had cracked 

all the way through which was put down to a 

fatigue failure i.e. happening over time as the 

block flexed causing a bending motion. After 

40 years of hard work it had cried enough 

and so now the season is paused and rebuild 

begins. 

I’m not alone as it turns out because at our 

Dick Mayo Sprint Simon Clemow and Dave 

Greenslade also suffered an engine failure 

when all the indication was they were on for 

a 1-2 finish and FTD, bugger. They are also  

now at the same (rebuild) stage as well. 

Although painful for them, It wasn’t all bad 

news at the Dick Mayo. 

This was to be an extremely well run event 

from a strong Clerking Team through to tight 

on track control (100 cars per hour) and 

slick paddock marshalling. All embellished by 

Chairman’s Chat 
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Chris Dymock announcements and Marshals 

everywhere they needed to be. If you were 

there in any capacity then a massive thank 

you. 

Out on track some great performances were 

unfolding and two championships about to be 

decided. Young Matt Parr got below a target 

time I’d suggested to him from his first time 

out and came closer than ever to the front 

running car of Matthew Bennett. Who himself 

just clung on to the A4 class win by a few 

hundredths, with our very own Tim Dennis in 

the mix as well.  

Claire Tooth went head to head with Elen 

Worthington in the Elise dominated Class A2 

and managed to come out on top, something 

you’ll read more about shortly. Very well 

done to Claire on taking the win, but also to 

Elen and of course David Edwards for making 

it the competition it was. 

Mike Smith was in a class of his own in B2 

that also saw Nick Green finish strongly, all 

while Luke Trotman kept his Mallock ahead 

of a Radical SR4 no less to take D1, posting 

the third fastest time of the day. A fantastic 

showing. Elsewhere Chris Bennett did very 

well in winning E1 driving a Force TA. 

Amazingly Dave Greenslade still managed to 

finish 5th in E2 by coasting over the line after 

the engine let go demonstrating his never give 

up attitude (he said he really wanted to get 

the car safely out the way, still impressive and 

how many would have taken a 64sec run in 

their own car). 

In our two in-house single make 

championships Andrew O’Malley took the 

crown in the MX5’s and Peter O’Connor 

likewise in the Clio’s. Both won their classes 

at the Dick Mayo and by doing so put the 

competition too far behind to challenge. 

Cracking stuff and so very well done to our 

newly crowned champions.  

The following day on the Sunday our Family 

Sports Car Day survived the threat of rain 

right through to the end after we tightly 

packed the parade laps together to get them 

all completed in the dry.  

We also managed to meet the needs of new 

MSA requirements particularly on average lap 

speed and the number of cars out on tack at 

one time. The event ran really well and we 

think can be further improved and so watch 

this space for next year. 

I also have to thank everyone who helped out 

and it was great to see so many families 

enjoying the cars on display benefiting from a 

more relaxed day. It was also nice to see 

people walk or cycle around the track at 

lunch time and enjoy the unique viewing 

perspectives on offer from places like the 

Control Tower.  

I finish this with passing on a massive thanks 

to Scott Boulton who until now not only 

edited this magazine but also contributed 

hugely to the running of our AutoSOLOs in 

between photographing the rest of our 

events. Scott has elected to take a break 

from such things and so I hope you can join 

me in thanking him for all his efforts. Scott 

remains a 

club 

member. 

Tuesday Club Nights 
 

5th September 
Informal Club Night 

3rd October 
Table Top NavScatter 

7th November 

Motorsport & Mayhem Quiz 

Matt Nichols 
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MIKE SMITH’S WEEKEND 

I  had booked good weather as Bob (King of 

Combe) was coming to defend his title 

bringing his own car the Riot.  Sadly this did 

not happen as he ended up in hospital and 

was not discharged until the Thursday before 

the event.  Big shame as I know the Riot is 

going very well after lots of work and could 

have given Fire Prone Jeff a good run for his 

money. 

 

I had a set of Nang Kangs to try instead of 

the ZZS tyres.   These were quicker as well 

as being lots cheaper.  I am sure I did not get 

the best from them,  I was along way in front 

of the rest of the class so did not need to 

push too hard.  Managed about a second 

away from my time at Dick Mayo 3years 

ago on the now banned ZZR softs.  I suspect 

these tyres are the way forward. 

 

The sprint itself ran very smoothly with no 

major holdups or incidents.  It was a pleasure 

to be there and the event was a credit to the 

club and a testament to all officials and mar-

shals who put in so much hard work.  Thank 

you. 

 

My only suggestion is to swap the GWS and 

Dick Mayo events around. The GWS has a 

reputation for being a stop/start event be-

cause of its position as a test event at the 

start of the season and for some a cobweb 

remover for drivers.  The shorter lap format 

would not cause the holdups as the impact of 

offs/breakdown would be less.  The tyre pol-

ishers and those like myself who were unable 

to use a spanner correctly would have longer 

to fettle a car to be reliable after winter re-

builds.  The GWS only just fits the daylight 

available and the run time of the Dick Mayo 

format fits this better (ED—Thanks Mike, 

you’re not alone in your thinking, but to a certain 

extent championships and circuit availability dic-

tate).   

 

I arrived home from Dick Mayo to be greeted 

by the two grand children and my daugh-

ter.  Immediately I was cagouled into buying 

two grandstand tickets for Luffield A at next 

years F1 at Silverstone before we sat down 

for the "inside" BBQ.  That's Rachel's Xmas 

present out of the way. 

 

Instructions were issued "I have not been in 

the Striker before" and a plan laid out for the 

following day.  Rachel was to have a run in 

the Striker and so was Arthur and Elsie.  All 

were very happy to have gone round Combe 

in a car they had not experienced be-

fore.  Fran did two runs with Elen in the 

Elise,  Jules went round with Pete Goodman 

in the MX5. Lots of fun and smiles all round. 

 

Many thanks BMC, the Tooth family and their 

helpers for their efforts.  Well done for beat-

ing the rain. Much appreciated. 
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Elsie took home the 21 from the front of the Striker for her "What you did in the Holi-

days"  So far she has been canoeing in Scotland and a Brewery tour in North Yorkshire plus 

an unmentioned speed in Grandad's Striker at Combe. Not bad for 9 (Ed—Brewery Tour an 

interesting choice for a 9 year old, unless her role was to drive home, then I’m back with you). 

 

Mike Smith 

This is what the Family Sports Car Day is all about, after all you can’t do this on the Saturday,  

Picture: Jim Gaisford 
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W e’ve had many great comments but I think Matt Rumney sums it up best in confirm-

ing this event as the more relaxed family orientated affair we want it to be. 

 

Just wanted to say a big thanks for today. As usual, it was relaxed day, with plenty of oppor-

tunity to stretch the legs of the old cars. Sam was appreciative of the opportunity to tootle 

about in his Jeep (& was handy for lifts to the Café). 

 

Thanks to all who organised, marshalled, and supported the event to make it possible. The 

"Family" events are a "lifeline" to us now we no longer compete etc. and a good excuse to 

touch base with old friends (& new!) at these events. 

 

Thanks again and best wishes, 

Matt Rumney 

FAMILY SPORTS CAR DAY 

Picture: Jim Gaisford 
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All pictures: Jim Gaisford 
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SOUTH GLOS SHOW 
A  broken crank provided an opportunity to help out once again at the South Glos Show 

when for the last two years I’ve been miles away at Croft. Mrs Nichols also likes this 

event and I think was more than a little bit relieved not to have to join me for what is nor-

mally an eight hour drive up on the Friday.  

The South Glos Show seemed to be largely the same as it was when I was there last in 2014 

although the space allocated to us much bigger. This was clearly great news with only one 

obvious drawback being that to achieve the additional space a nearby entrance was no long-

er to be used by members of the public. Therefore what we gained one way we lost in an-

other with a reduced footfall. Still you can’t have it all. 

To help get people over Andy Laurence kindly put up a notice board and arrow at his more 

centrally located 2CV coffee stall (nice coffee incidentally Andy) and as people moved 

around the site a footpath appeared in the grass circulating the classic car area and past our 

front door. Seeing that we needed to grab people on the way past Mrs N and others posi-

tioned themselves on the footpath’s edge and handed out leaflets to everyone who walked 

past, something that worked very well. 

Our biggest selling point is free passenger laps and I believe we supplied in the order of 150, 

such was the demand., most being children. At one point the queue stretched all the way 

through our gazebo and out the other side, forcing two decisions. One to reduce the offer 

to two laps and not the usual three, and for me to get my 330D out (any excuse) which 

made it round the bigger course, just.  

Once in full swing on the Sunday guest driver Ed, Martyn Boulton and Paul Sunshine seemed 

to be in high demand, Ed and Paul in particular, such was the popularity of their enthusiasti-

cally driven MX5’s. In fact as I watched them whiz round lap after lap I came to the conclu-

sion that all you really need in your car life is an MX5, a field and some cones. I think you’d 

only stop when the fuel ran out or phone started ringing. 

The My Garage Clio survived eight paid drives on a soggy Saturday and more like fifteen on 

the far more sunny Sunday, where we also had to water the track to keep the dust down. 

Competition was tight and as newbie Stig Matt Parr got into his role he realised there were 

in fact only two types of people in this world. Those who listen and those who don’t. One in 

the latter group left him both speechless and a little nervous about getting in with anyone 

else. The driver in question best recorded not by name but by the code ID10T. 

Yes ID10T may have done lasting damage to our young superstar driver, although Matt did 

seem to really enjoy himself afterwards, albeit mostly when he was the one behind the 
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wheel. A bit like Supercar Saturday this event is a lot of fun mixing a genuine entry level com-

petition with passenger lap rides. Our Stigs and helpers also seem to enjoy it and so a mas-

sive thanks if that was you on either day and specifically to Andy Laurence, Phil Oliver and 

Scott and Kate Boulton for getting us in and set up as well as organising MSA permits etc. not 

always easy. 

Each event in our calendar gives us something, whether competitive or like this one promo-

tional, and if I was to summarise the SGS role as anything then I would say it is definitely to 

nudge someone who drives into joining the club, but perhaps more importantly help us in-

spire the next generation so that when the time comes for them, they remember who we 

are and look us up.  

Picture:  Andy Laurence 
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Bristol Clio Cup Points 

MX-5 Challenge Points 
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O ur two internal championships have  

both at times been as close as you like. 

Coordinator Andy Laurence picks up the 

story of 2017 after the Dick Mayo Sprint.  

Bristol Clio Cup 

Four drivers engaged in a close battle over all 

four rounds of the Clio Cup this year.  Enter-

ing the final round at the Dick Mayo Sprint, 

the top 3 were equal on points and so it was 

the winner who would take the class win and 

the championship.  These three drivers had 

each taken one win a piece from the first 

three rounds.  Peter O'Connor picked up 

where he'd left off at Combe in March and 

set the fastest time in first practice in his Clio 

182 Trophy.  Andrew Bisping was close be-

hind in his Clio 200, followed by Rob Thom-

son in his Clio 172 Cup. Mark Tozer didn't 

put in a representative time in his 182. 

In second practice, Peter improved by a 

tenth, whilst Andrew had a particularly poor 

run. Mark Tozer put in a time a tenth behind 

Andrew and Rob was within a tenth of 

Mark. In the afternoon, Peter knocked a fur-

ther few tenths off, whilst Mark found 8 

tenths to slot into second with Rob improv-

ing by 6 tenths to fit in behind him. Andrew 

was unable to match his first practice time.  It 

was remarkably close for the last run, but the 

weather came into play and the times could 

not be improved.  Peter took the win and the 

championship with it.  Congratulations to him 

on a fantastic drive all season.  Roll on 2018... 

 

MX5 Challenge 

Sixteen drivers have competed in the Vincen-

zo & Sons Bristol MX5 Challenge this year, 

but whilst four of those have won rounds, it 

was Andrew O'Malley who led the title race 

after a great Summer of 3 wins.  Coming into 

the Dick Mayo Sprint, he needed a win to 

secure the title at that event.  His only chal-

lenger, James Hurford, needed to win to pre-

vent him winning.  After first practice, 7 

tenths separated the two, but whilst Andrew 

improved in second practice, James went 

slower. 

In the afternoon, Andrew was straight on the 

pace, splitting his practice times with a good 

banker.  James made a mistake and posted his 

worst time of the day, although this was still 

good enough for second in class, such was 

the margin the two had over the rest of the 

field.  The scene was set for a last run battle - 

it was clear James could improve massively, 

but could he beat Andrew's marker and could 

Andrew go faster still?  The weather robbed 

us of a thrilling finale as a short shower dur-

ing the final run meant times could not be 

improved.  As a result, Andrew took a fourth 

win and with it the 2017 champion-

ship.  James secured the win of Class A at the 

same round as neither Rich Glindon nor Tom 

Caldecourt can now catch him. 

 

 

 

MX5 CHALLENGE & CLIO CUP 

Andy Laurence 
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H aving not driven the Elise since getting out at Llandow, I was looking forward to Castle 

Combe, which I really enjoy.  My main competition in class A2 would be Dave Edwards 

and Elen Worthington, both in similar Elise’s. I finished second to Elen at Llandow and was 

hoping to at least get close to them both at Combe. 

 

The weather forecast was predicting a dry morning, with rain later in the afternoon.  Being 

first on the track at least meant I stood the best chance of having one dry run.  Given my 

time out of the car I used first practice to get the feel of things again and for the second run 

managed to get within a second of my fastest time last year, but a few seconds slower than 

Elen who was second to Dave. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Over lunch I was thinking that 2014 was my first DMS, driving Katie (my Mini) in her ‘learner’ 

spec!  Back then class A1 was always a popular class, with lots of quick cars that I didn’t stand 

a chance against when driving Katie.  Now it has virtually died out, with only one entry in the 

DMS who pulled out before the day (Ed - Yes we put him in A2 and that was the end of that). 

 

With the rain still holding off, my fist timed run was good.  A time of 72.1 put me up into 

second, only two tenths behind Elen who now led the class.  As I was much closer to Elen 

than I had been at Llandow, but with the risk of losing the place to Dave, I said to Dad that a 

bit of rain now would mean another second place which I would have been happy with. 

 

CLAIRE TOOTH TAKES HER MAIDEN CLASS WIN AT THE DICK MAYO SPRINT
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Oh, how glad I was that it didn’t rain!  My last run felt OK, but I managed to fluff the start 

which cost me a few tenths.  Getting out of the car back in the paddock, Saul seemed to be 

involved in a lengthy phone call when all I wanted to do was to use his phone to look at the 

(excellent) live results from TSL.  Having told him to get off the phone, the internet revealed 

I had knocked off another couple of seconds (70.2), finishing a second ahead of Elen and two 

in front of Dave.  Dad seemed lost for words and Elen gave me a hug. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

After starting in 2013 at 16 years of age, I had finally done it.  A few ups and downs on the 

way and a lot of help and encouragement from many people, but I got there in the end. 

Thanks to everyone who helped particularly Dad for being a superb team manager and chief 

sponsor. 

 

Thanks also to the DMS organisers and marshals for such a well-run event.  To finish just 

after 4.00 pm with a 150 car entry was a major achievement. I later found out that my time 

was within half a second of the class record.  If it hadn’t been for that start. (Ed- Well done girl, 

a great victory up against some quick guys). 

CLAIRE TOOTH TAKES HER MAIDEN CLASS WIN AT THE DICK MAYO SPRINT 

Claire Tooth  
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DICK MAYO AWARDS 

Andrew O’Malley seals the MX5 Championship with a Class Win at the DMS 

James Hurford came second, enough to secure MX5 Class A Championship honours 

All Pictures: Mark Tooth 
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Peter O’Connor also takes a class win and with it the Clio Cup  

Mike Smith was in a class of his own in B2 
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All Pictures: Mark Tooth 

Chris Bennett impressed  taking E1 honours driving his Force TA 

Didn’t she do well, Claire receives her award from Allen Harris 
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Luke Trotman posts the third fastest time of the day and was our quickest driver 
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HSCC 70s at SILVERSTONE  

A  late qualifying session (12:20pm) and 

race (4:40pm) meant for round 2 at Sil-

verstone we could comfortably leave the 

house in the morning, at a not too unsocial 

7:30am, get up there for 9:30am, be signed on 

and scrutineered with time to enjoy the com-

plimentary breakfast rolls that appear to be a 

feature of this event. Or so we thought. Eve-

rything was going fine until the realisation 

dawned that after half an hour of chatting to 

other competitors the scrutineering queue 

simply hadn’t moved. It transpired that half 

the team were checking selected cars in their 

paddock area, whilst those remaining in the 

bay were being ‘very thorough’. 

Thankfully the Chief Scrutineer arrived, 

sussed what was going on and completed 

ours in about a minute flat (the same core 

team not only do the safety checks in the 

morning as well as post-race eligibility at eve-

ry event and so know the cars extremely 

well). He got that, got the queue, and navi-

gated around as quick as you like. With ticket 

in hand I picked up said breakfast rolls and 

returned to our paddock spot for final checks 

before venturing off to the assembly area.  

When I arrived, I seemed to be at the start of 

several film clips from what looked like a TV 

production quality camera held on a balancing 

frame strapped to the front of a cameraman. 

No this wasn’t a case of fame at last, I was 

simply positioned one car in front of ex-Le 

Mans winner Richard Attwood strapped into 

a nicely prepared Porsche 928. Porsche are 

celebrating 40 years of the 928 this year and 

Richard, their paid drive, won at Le Mans 

driving a 917 no less. If that wasn’t enough ex

-TVR works driver Michael Caine was also on 

the grid in a very fresh and up for sale 3000M, 

begging the question. If they wanted £30,000 

for their immaculate car, how much should 

one ask for a well erm ‘ex-aerospace engi-

neer’ maintained one (Ed-A bit less now with a 

broken crank). 

Whilst pondering such thoughts it rained, 

heavily, great we were now going to navigate 

the full GP circuit on a tricky to predict dry-

ing track. The personal challenge for me being 

that I haven’t yet really tuned into this layout, 

although still intrigued to see how the new 

3.54 diff would fair, particularly down the long 
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hanger straight. Perfectly as it turned out, and 

as the pace improved lap after lap I managed 

19th from the 36 cars present, crucially one 

place in front of my nemesis Steve in his 

3000M. Steve had also tested the day before 

and so I was quite happy to be where I was. 

Elsewhere Mr Attwood got the 928 up to 9th 

and Michael put their 3000M on pole, incredi-

bly 3 seconds ahead of our usual stars, one of 

whom is an instructor at the circuit. Just goes 

to show doesn’t it, I wonder what he could 

have done in either mine or Steve’s car? 

An hour before our race we were to witness 

the most horrendous downpour I think I’ve 

ever seen. Enough to red flag a Formula Ford 

race that was still following the pace car be-

fore getting underway (all races at this event 

use a rolling start).  

Needless to say during the 30min stoppage 

they all got completely soaked, I imagine each 

car was a few kilos heavier as well, they are a 

little bath like after all. Once the track was 

deemed safe again the slightly damp, to say 

the least, Formula Ford drivers got back un-

derway. It did however still look very wet out 

there. Things didn’t improve much for the 

next race either and by the time we were due 

to go out even more rain was falling forcing 

another delay to proceedings.  

Given the conditions we were advised we 

would have two laps behind the pace car. At 

a controlled speed and with cars spread out a 

little it didn’t seem too bad, and then we got 

underway. Oh my word, whilst in much tight-

er formation it was completely blind, visibility 

at times literally zero. Cars seemed to appear 

and disappear in front your eyes like ghosts in 

the night. I have never concentrated so hard 

in my life. People were also coming off left 

right and centre and there were cars left 

abandoned on every other bend. Still our 

pace was good and we were making progress. 

I ended up immediately behind a Spitfire, 

Arkely, MGB V8 and Steve’s 3000M, he had 

snuck through when I was sizing up the MGB. 

However the track was gradually drying and 

my pace was improving but sadly for me with 

a shortened race distance the flag came out 

about two laps too soon. I finished 13th with 

Steve two places, and just 2 seconds, in front. 

Damn. Impressively Richard Attwood finished 

3rd in the 928, you see you can’t beat quality 

like that.  

Matt Nichols 

Picture: Charlie Wooding 
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“And it came to pass; the mighty prophet 

speaketh his great wisdom to the assembled 

multitude and, lo, the prophet’s wise words 

were made law unto all the peoples of the 

land” Dymock 20.17 

 

What am I referring to? Yep, our 

government’s recent declaration that the sale 

of all fossil-fuelled vehicles will cease by 2040 

and there’s quite a few ways to say ‘I told you 

so’, as the great automotive prophet, Chris 

Dymock, has been writing in the good book 

(well, Driving Mirror) since 2010 about the 

march of progress and just such a scenario – 

don’t say I didn’t warn you. 

 

And what a palaver it’s already caused. Take 

on-board some of the, slightly hysterical, 

conversations I’ve recently overheard about 

the subject and you’d be forgiven for thinking 

somebody had just announced that we’re in 

for a thump from a global-killer asteroid, or 

some such apocalyptic event. 

 

No people, not even close; although 

December 31st 2039 will certainly enter the 

history books as a major point of change for 

the good citizens of this great nation. 

 

So let’s explore a few of the comments that 

have been flying around about the end of 

transportation as we know it and see what all 

the fuss is about. 

 

If we assume for the moment that the 

favourite alternative to the use of fossil fuel 

will be battery powered electric vehicles, 

then without doubt the primary cause for 

concern is that old favourite, ‘range anxiety’. 

“You just can’t drive any distance in electric 

cars”   

 

Yet, even as I write this, you can place an 

order for a Tesla 3 that offers a real-world, 

single charge range in excess of 225 miles 

which, given that the larger percentage of 

people’s journeys in the UK reportedly 

doesn’t exceed 30 miles a day, would appear 

to offer more than a week’s driving per top 

up and perfectly adequate for most. 

 

‘But I need to travel long distances for my 

work?’ 

 

Need to travel further on a regular basis? 

Fear not; range is based on the energy 

density of the fuel involved, which is why 

petrol and diesel are so good, as they contain 

a huge amount of energy for the volume of 

fuel stored.  

 

Now that the motor manufacturers have a 

clearly defined line-in-the-sand regarding the 

vehicles they will have to develop, it won’t be 

too long before battery technology catches 

up with requirement and the energy density 

of something like an oxygen ventilated, Nano-

Titanate battery will provide a range to 

match, or perhaps even exceed, any existing 

fossil-fuelled vehicle we currently enjoy using, 

for the same physical size of fuel storage. 

 

‘And then spend eight hours recharging the 

battery, I’ll bet’ 

 

Uhm, well, no. Even today the battery and 

three-phase quick-charger technology 

Drive By         
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available yields an 80% charge in a little over 

30 minutes, and the odds are stacked that by 

2040 the technology will exist to provide a 

full charge in approximately 10 – 15 minutes - 

this is already being tested so isn’t such a 

stretch of the imagination. 

 

‘Okay genius, fine if you have a driveway 

where you can install a charger, but I park on 

the street and often not anywhere near my 

house, so how do I run a cable to charge my 

car?’ 

 

Oh pleeese… That’s a bit like suggesting you 

presently don’t drive to a garage to fill up. By 

the time we get to 2040 we’ll have had nearly 

a quarter of a century to put in place a 

comprehensive nationwide charging network. 

And unlike filling up with fossil fuels, we won’t 

be limited to having to visit a filling station, as 

car charging points can be installed in every 

public parking space.  

 

Given how good the battery and charging 

technology will likely be by then, you could 

conceivably pop into the local supermarket to 

pick up a few things and your car will be 

recharged by the time you return – park in a 

bay, plug into the charging point, swipe your 

card (or whatever the equivalent facility will 

be by then) and… all done, simples. 

 

Assuming of course, that physically plugging 

into a charger will even be necessary if 

conductive charging can be accomplished by 

merely parking over a conductive plate… 

‘Ah got you, smartarse; and how do we 

generate enough electricity to charge nearly 

30 million vehicles every night?’ 

 

Dear Lord… Really? Wake up dozy, haven’t 

you understood the previous paragraphs? 30 

million vehicles currently don’t visit a filling 

station at the same time every evening, so 

why the entire country would be plugging in 

electric cars at the same time every night 

defies logic? By the time 2040 arrives, our 

routines and timings for replenishing our 

chosen form of electric transport will be little 

different to that we presently undertake for 

topping up with fuel.  

 

You see, the main problem we have is not so 

much generating mains electricity, as much as 

we’re presently really rubbish at being able to 

store it, which leads to massive peaks and 

troughs to meet demand when required.  

 

However, Tesla are already experimenting 

with a battery for your home (about the size 

of an upright fridge/freezer) that will store 

enough mains electricity to run your entire 

home for more than a day (and perhaps even 

offices and businesses if you install them in 

quantity or larger versions are developed). If 

we charge these units during the night then 

that will dramatically ease the situation with 

electricity generation, as the load on the grid 

can be spread more evenly throughout a 24 

period.  

 

‘Brilliant then, if your name ends in ‘Jobs’ or 

‘Branson’ that is, but the price of electric cars 

is exorbitant!’ 

 

Oh for heaven’s sake, I’m losing the will to 

live… Yes, the price of the electric cars you 

can purchase today is far higher than the vast 

majority of fossil-fuelled equivalents you could 

buy instead. Buy an electric car today and 

you’re an ‘early adopter’ with 

correspondingly high costs, but eventually 

we’re all going to want one and its customer 

demand that sets prices – remember when, 

and not so long ago, that a large flat-screen 
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television was thousands of pounds, and 

today you can purchase a larger, far better 

quality TV than those for a fraction of the 

price? Cottoning on, are we…? 

 

“So we’ll all be wallowing around in dog-slow, 

two-tonne lard-arse motors lugging around 

battery packs the size of a garden shed” 

 

Only if your name ends in ‘Flintstone’ you tw.. 

Okay, the electric cars available on the 

market today have quite large battery packs 

that are also very heavy, but at least these are 

usually placed low down in the chassis so that 

they don’t impede the space inside the vehicle 

for people, with a knock-on benefit of a low 

centre of gravity making for excellent handling 

characteristics. 

 

As for weight, this will drastically reduce as 

alternative materials to steel are used in a 

car’s construction and the batteries shrink as 

the technology develops. By the time the very 

last fossil-fuelled car is sold in the UK (and 

probably squirrelled straight away to a 

museum as an exhibit), we may very well have 

lightweight batteries which consist of coated 

carbon nanotubes that can contain a charge 

indefinitely with no degradation.  

 

As carbon nanotubes (CNT) are incredibly 

lightweight and the strongest and stiffest 

material ever developed (over 300 times 

stronger than high-carbon steel for equivalent 

size), and can be manufactured in 

extraordinarily thin sheets and also moulded 

to shape, then why not utilise this in the 

manufacture of the car’s primary structure 

and do away with the idea of a battery pack 

altogether? Want to extend the electrical 

storage capacity of such a vehicle? No 

problem, just manufacture the external panels 

from a CNT/carbon fibre sandwich with a 

plug-in to the main chassis and you’ve got all 

the capacity you’ll ever need.  

 

With electric motors also reducing in size and 

the potential for a motor to each wheel, the 

scope for fully adjustable, utterly amazing 

handling characteristics would certainly 

appear to rule out any idea of ‘wallowing 

around’. 

 

And who suggested that electric cars will 

necessarily be ‘dog-slow’? BMW’s current I3 

electric-eco model can hit 60 from a standstill 

in a not-at-all-shabby 7.2 seconds and a Tesla 

model S P100D can crack the same run in an 

internal organ rearranging 2.5 seconds; 

quicker than a McLaren F1! 

 

And that’s as I write, so future electric cars 

might well hit a benchmark I wrote about 

over half a decade ago: 1000kg weight, 

500bhp, a range of 500 miles between charges 

and handling like a Formula 1 refugee… oh 

God, yes. 

 

Personally I can’t wait to see how this goes, I 

just hope I’m around to be there. 

 

Chris Dymock, the brake on mankind’s 

evolution for over five decades.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Chris Dymock 
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Having just read the latest Driving Mirror with comments from Chris Dymock on 

Volkswagen VAG vehicles and how bland/boring they all are, does that not apply to all main 

stream vehicles these days? Designed by computer, built by robot and driven by.......... you 

know who.  

 

Is Chris attempting to be the Clarkson of Driving Mirror with his controversial comments or 

inviting the VAG police to visit? (ED-Tony, I would say the former). 

 

Chris drives a Mazda 6 if I remember correct, tried one, bland, vanilla, etc. Honda Type R, 

don't bother - get a Focus RS.  

 

Over many years I have covered hundreds of thousands of miles in "bland/vanilla" vehicles 

including many BMW, Mercedes, Skoda, Volkswagen, Volvo, Ford and Vauxhall vehicles. All 

did the job of covering those miles.   

 

More recently, covering less miles, I have been fortunate to own Porche 991/911/Boxster, 

Audi TT, Focus RS, Mini Cooper S Clubman (bland/noisy/poor build quality/poor MPG) and 

Fiesta ST, all great cars (except the Mini), but nothing really stands out apart from the Gen.2 

911 Carrera S - and that is a VAG product?  

 

Perhaps Chris Dymock will advise what main stream vehicles he rates and why. And please 

do not say Alfa Romeo or Jaguar as my brief experiences have been unreliable and poor 

service back-up.  

 

And what do I drive today? Volkswagen Golf GTD DSG Estate, 140 mph, 3 driving modes, 0-

60 in 7.6 secs and a genuine 48 mpg, even achieve 38 mpg when towing, in sport mode 

provides a very capable vehicle on A and B roads - all I could ever ask for! If you want the 

ultimate get a Golf R, better than a Porsche (would have had one but not available with 

factory fit tow bar).   

 

Lets keep Driving Mirror focussed on motorsport/competition/automotive related topics 

please. 

 

YOUR VIEW 

Tony Shearman 

Thanks for sharing Tony, although I have to say having whizzed one around Combe I am a 

Type R fan once again, and will have to overlook the bit about Mini’s as rate those to.  

If like Tony you’ve read something in Driving Mirror and want to comment or just have 

something you want to say, please write in and tell us ‘Your View’. Matt Nichols 
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Ready for your next challenge? 

At all of our sprints we run a course control team combining observers with the per-

son who presses the button to indicate to the start line it is safe to release the next 

car. 

We would like to strengthen this team by bringing new people in who are willing to 

learn the ropes first before having a go themselves.  

The main advantage of working in the control team revolves around its location as 

you are both high up with great views over the circuit and also sat down under cover 

in a comfy chair. 

So if you are fed up standing outside in the cold all day and fancy a sit down in the 

warm and dry instead then please let me know by phone or eMail so I can arrange 

for you to shadow someone at our next event.  

Matt@classiccarsdriven.com  (T) 07989 601 774 

We’ve always been good at parking cars, don’t you think? 
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Need somewhere to store your competition vehicle? 

We have recently setup a new storage facility in South Gloucestershire close to the 

current club stores used for the last 5 years, catering for 13 cars each car space is 

2.45m x 4.95m.  

Spaces available from mid June, with club member discount of £5 per month for 

2017.   

See our website: www.kingdomautostorage.co.uk 

Contact Andrew on 07916 723 648.   

2017 Events Calendar 

Date Event 

Weekend 2nd-3rd September 5-Clubs Wiscombe Hillclimb 

Wednesday 27th September  Llandow Track Day 

Saturday 21st October Pegasus Sprint 

Friday 27th October  NavScatter 

Saturday 28th October Supercar Saturday AutoSOLO  

Sunday 12th November Fedden Sporting Trial 

Sunday 26th November Allen Classic Trial 

Picture Opposite: Jim Gaisford 
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